In recent work the author stated an inequality of Hausdorίϊ-Young type for integral operators which proved to be useful in obtaining L p estimates on certain locally compact unimodular groups. The present paper is devoted to a closer analysis of that inequality together with some applications to operator theory and to L p -Fourier analysis on locally compact groups.
In the first place, the proof given previously in [15 I], for the inequality is incomplete, so this paper will begin in §2 with a correct proof of the inequality (Theorem 1). Also shown in §2 is the nonexistence of extremal functions in a particular instance (Prop. 8) . In §3 the results of §2 are applied to obtain estimates for the norm of the L p -Fourier transform on certain unimodular groups. Here some of the machinery from [10] is used in the examples, one class of which (Prop. 13) does not depend on Theorem 1. This has happened before, see [151: §3]. For certain members of this class however, it is shown that a better estimate can be obtained using Theorem 1 (Prop. 15) . In §4 the study of Hausdorff-Young inequalities on nonunimodular groups is initiated. In view of the recent work on Plancherel formulas for nonunimodular groups such inequalities with constant 1 might be considered routine. It is shown here using Theorem 1, that the natural Hausdorfϊ-Young inequality on the "ax + 6" group has a constant less than 1 (Prop. 19) . In §5 an operator valued analog of the Fourier transform on Abelian groups is introduced, which is motivated by preceding sections, and it is shown, using Theorem 1, that it behaves in some respects like the Fourier transform (Prop. 20).
The Hausdorff-Young Theorem for integral operators.
Let X be a σ-finite measure space, k E L 2 (X x X), and let K be the integral operator with kernel fc, i.e.,
(1)
Kf(x) = j k(x,y)f(y)dy, f E L\X\ x E X.
241 242 BERNARD RUSSO For 1 ^ p, q < °o the mixed norms (cf. [3] ) are defined by (2) with the obvious meaning if p or q is », and A: * is defined by k*(x, y) = k (y,x) .
|| Γ|| Γ = {tr(Γ*Γ) r/2 } 1/r , 1 ^ r <oo, and ||T||oo = the operator bound of T. Then c p denotes the set of operators T with ||Γ|| P <oo.
where X is a σ-finite measure space. If K is the integral operator with kernel fc, then
The proof will be preceded by five lemmas, the first three of which are proved by standard measure theoretic techniques. LEMMA 2. If p, gG[l, °o) For the convenience of the reader it is remarked that the sequence {s n } in Lemma 2 is just the usual one [7: (11.35) ], Lemma 3 is a consequence of dominated convergence, and Lemma 4 can be reduced to the case of a finite measure space whence the proof follows by showing that the collection of sets with the desired property is a monotone class.
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Let Φ be the integral operator on L\Z) with kernel ψ. Then
(1) lklU = lk*IU = ||/c|U||/c*|U/orp^e [l,oo] . (2) ||Φ||, = 11*11?/" l^r^.
Proof. (1) is immediate from the definition of the mixed norms and (2) is immediate once it is noticed that Φ= K(g)K*.
is the "spectral" decomposition of Φ. The following crude estimate was known to the author in 1972 and appears in [14] . LEMMA 7. Let k =ΣT=ιa t χ AiX B, where α,GC and {A, xβ,}*i ore pairwise disjoint measurable rectangles in X x X. Then for 1 < p < 2,
The proof of (5) is an adaptation of a standard interpolation argument inspired by [3: §7] and based on the validity of (4) at the endpoints p = l,2. The crudeness of the result and the necessary modifications are due to the circumstance that although ||fc || liX (resp. ||fc*||i,oo) and ||fc|| 2 ,2 interpolate to \\k\\ p , p > (resp. ||fc*|| p , p <) it is problematical whether max (|| k ||i ", || k * ||i «) and || k || 2 2 
when /c(x, y)/0 and fc^(jt, y) = 0 if fc(jc, y) = 0 where M(x, y) = max(||fc(jc, )||p, ||k( ,y)|| P ). The function /c^ is supported on a set of finite measure and bounded for ξ in the strip Ω: 0^iRe£^l. Thus k ξ E L\X x X) for ξ E Ω and so defines an integral operator K ξ which is at least Hubert Schmidt. Let A be a finite rank operator on L 2 (X) with polar decomposition A = V\ A | and assume \\A \\ p S 1. Set
for £EC so that A ξ is Hubert Schmidt and K ξ A ξ is trace class for ξ E Ω. Thus F(ξ) = tr (K ξ Aξ) exists for ξ E Ω and we have It is easily verified that F is analytic in the interior of Ω and continuous and bounded on Ω. For t real, \\A ιt ||, = ||Λ ||^ 1; ||fe If || Kac g 1, and ik-= 1. Thus (7) with p = I, ξ = it and the case p = 1 of (4) (5) is proved.
Proof of Theorem 1. By an approximation argument using Lemmas 2, 3, 4 (and described in [15-1: p. 301]) (5) holds for arbitrary k E L\X x X). For a given k define X fl = XxX,t 0 4 and for n ^ 1, X n = X.,xX n _ b fcπ(z, w)=fc n _ 1 (z 1 ,w 1 )fcί_ 1 (2 2 , w 2 ) for z=(z,,z 2 ) and M/=(wi,w 2 )6X n .
Let K n be the integral operator on L 2 (X n ) with kernel k n . By Lemma 5
II^Lp' = l|kϊLp' = l|fc-iLpΊ|fc:-ilL n = i,2, -and by Lemma 7 fc n !U.,||/c:|| p , p .) n =0,1,2, . (4) follows by letting n->oc. For the first application consider kernels of the following sort: let / and g be measurable functions on R" and let k(x, y) = f(x -y)g(y) so that the corresponding operator K has the form K = L f M g , L f = convolution by /, M g = multiplication by g. The following inequality, valid for 1 < p < 2, 1/p + 1/p' = 1, can be obtained from Theorem 1 or by using a known interpolation theorem [11: Th. 3]: (8) IlL.Mj^ll/UJglU
Although it is not known if 1 is the best constant in (8) If G is a locally compact separable group and ω is a multiplier on G, then the set of equivalence classes of irreducible ω -representations of G is denoted by G ω . If the group G(ώ) has a type I regular representation and if G is unimodular then there is a measure μ = μ a ω on G ω such that (10) ί \\π ξ (f)\\ldμ(ξ)=ί \f(x)\ 2 dx, f E L\G) Π L\G),
Jό" JG
where π ξ E ξ for μ -almost all ξ. This is the unimodular version of the projective Plancherel theorem of Kleppner and Lipsman [10 I: Th. 7.1]. As an immediate consequence of (10) PROPOSITION 
Let G be unimodular and of type I and separable and let N be the center of G. Suppose that for all y E N, the group {GIN) (ώ y ) is of type I. Then
Proof. For groups G satisfying the hypothesis the Plancherel formula is described in [10 I: Th. 
GjN
This result is meaningful only if ||^P(N)|| < 1, i.e., N = Cent G has no compact open subgroups, e.g., if G is a connected simply connected real nilpotent group. It can also be applied to certain solvable groups e.g. the oscillator group, and to an example of a semi-direct product given in [10 II: §3 (c) ] which gives rise to the Weil representation. The estimates given by Prop. 12 for these examples are still crude. For example, for the Heisenberg group Γ 3 with one dimensional center it is already known that ||^(Γ 3 )|| ^ A 2 P < A p = ||^P(R)||. Note that Theorem 1 was not used in the proof of Proposition 12. The next example satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 12 but has a compact center. However a meaningful estimate can still be obtained by using Theorem 1. k n (x, u) = φ(x -u, , ) Λ (-nu, -n) (Fourier transform on RxT) and τr 0 , σ is just the character on R 2 given by σER 2 . Interpolating (13) 
We conclude: PROPOSITION 
For ί/ι^ grow/? G] of the preceding example
4. Nonunimodular groups. The result of this section is worked out for the two-dimensional solvable group G known as the "αx + ft" group. It is clear that a calculation virtually identical to that given below will establish similar results for all of the solvable groups considered in [8: Ch. 4] . Before describing which realization of G will be used it is noted that in this section the Fourier transform on R" is defined by The same inequality holds for Σ||fcί||£ p and the result follows. 
Analog of the

(G = R).
Proof. (1) Using Minkowski's integral inequality and changing variables one obtains that ||fc F || p , P ' and ||fc*||p, P ' are both ^||^P(G)||||F|| P so (1) REMARK 18. The behavior of 0 p on products is not as simple as that of 3F P . In particular the computation of ||(? P (R Π )|| is not automatically reducible to that of ||0 P (R)|| (cf. [2: Lemma 2] ).
